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Abstract

Recent rapid growth of information environment such as the Internet makes it easy for us to get vast information. On the other hand,

ªinformation over¯owº is becoming a serious problem. To cope with such a problem, we have extended the normal Vector Space Model

(VSM) to re¯ect the users' viewpoints more clearly. We call this new matching method the Fisheye Matching method, which generates the

features related to the users' viewpoints based on the concept structure of an electronic dictionary. In the Fisheye Matching method, the

users' viewpoints are expressed as a set of word groups, each of which corresponds to a certain concept in the concept structure. Each concept

in the dictionary has heading information, and the users can grasp their viewpoints easily from such information. Experimental results on

information retrieval show that the Fisheye Matching method can not only retrieve documents in which the users take interest, but also supply

them with useful information on their viewpoints. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recent rapid growth of information environment such as

the Internet makes it easy for us to get vast information. On

the other hand, ªinformation over¯owº is becoming a

serious problem. That is, available information resources

are too much for a user to utilize, and sometimes confuse

his/her activity. For example, the more documents (papers,

news articles, etc.) a user has related to his interest, the

harder it is for him to read each document carefully; in

other words, the harder it is to grasp the concept of each

document and to ®nd out various relations between docu-

ments. Consequently, computers are expected to play an

important role as an intelligent ampli®er of human's infor-

mation-processing ability in the near future.

We assert that ordering documents while reading is an

effective way of dealing with the vast collection of docu-

ments, and the systems that assist such processes should be

able to ®nd relations among documents based on the users'

viewpoints/interests.

From this point of view, we have suggested a new vector

generation/matching method called Fisheye Matching [1],

which extends the existing Vector Space Model (VSM) to

use the features generated dynamically based on the users'

viewpoints/interests.

In this paper, we present an aspect of the Fisheye Match-

ing method and show its ability by applying it to informa-

tion retrieval. The Fisheye Matching method can cope with

the users' variable judgement on the similarity among docu-

ments, which is useful for both retrieving ability and their

viewpoint information presented to them in a readable

manner. This paper is organized as follows. We ®rst explain

the Fisheye Matching method compared to the existing

VSM. In Section 3, we describe how to ®nd semantic groups

as features of a Fisheye vector from a concept dictionary.

Experimental results are shown in Section 4, and in Section

5 we discuss the characteristics of our research by compar-

ing them with other researches.

2. Fisheye Matching

2.1. What is document ordering

When a user gets some ideas from papers or articles, he
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may organize his thoughts by relating incoming information

with knowledge that already exists in his mind. This process

is getting harder for him in proportion to the volume of

information that he considers, and it is useful to illustrate

the concept structure on a paper or on a display, which leads

to reducing his confusion.

Employing external representations of a concept structure

has been adopted by a lot of creative thinking methodolo-

gies and computer-assisted tools [2±4], which are expected

to have the following effects:

² A user can be conscious of his own viewpoints or

problems that have been ambiguous before [3].

² A user can notice the points of similarity or difference

clearly by comparing his concept structure with others

[4].

² Modifying an illustrated concept structure makes it easier

to get an idea by trial and error [5].

The effects listed above are also important when we design

systems that help the users order a large number of docu-

ments. Namely, the concept space formed by documents,

which have been already read, is useful for readers not

only to grasp his current interest/viewpoint, but also to

decide which document to read next.

The VSM [6,7] has been used mostly in the ®eld of docu-

ment retrieval because of its simplicity and retrieving

capability. However, the VSM seems to have the following

defects in handling the users' viewpoints/interests. First, the

VSM treats the users' interests almost like a black box,

because the users' interests are re¯ected as the weight of

features (words in documents are generally used) in the

feature vector (often called pro®le), from which it is hard

for the users to ®nd out clearly what they are interested in.

Second, each feature of the VSM is assumed to be orthogo-

nal to each other, but this assumption is not necessarily

satis®ed because there are several kinds of semantic relation

among words such as synonyms and antonyms. For exam-

ple, when we are interested in some vehicle, there should be

some relations between the document which includes the

word `car' and the document which includes the word

`bicycle'. However, we cannot ®nd such a relation on the

normal feature vector space.

Then we suggest a new document matching method, the

Fisheye Matching method, which extends the VSM to cope

with the problem discussed above. The Fisheye Matching

method generates features that re¯ect a user's current inter-

ests dynamically based on the concept structure extracted

from an electronic dictionary. The details will be discussed

in the rest of this paper.

2.2. De®nition of Fisheye Matching

As discussed above, the Fisheye Matching method is a

kind of extended VSM, which generates features by consid-

ering semantic relations among words. Namely, instead of

adopting each word as an independent feature, the vector

space used in the Fisheye Matching method is generated by

combining words, which seem to have the same meanings

from the user's viewpoint, into one feature, or by employing

only words that relate to the user's interest as independent

features. This vector space can be reconstructed dynami-

cally whenever the user wants to change his viewpoint.

The vector of each document in this vector space is called

the Fisheye vector, which is calculated from the basic

feature vector used in the normal VSM.

We assume that a user's viewpoint consists of topics he

has in mind while reading documents. Usually, one docu-

ment belongs to several topics, and the users can read a

document from several different viewpoints. Because

some topics are subsumed by the other topics, a document

can be viewed more speci®cally/generally even if the user

has the same viewpoint.

We utilize the concept structure of the EDR electronic

dictionary developed by Japan Electronic Dictionary

Research Institute, Ltd.2 to extract topics. We assume that

all topics have the corresponding concepts in this dictionary,

and the concepts are used as the basic units of generating

features of the Fisheye vector.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a concept structure that exists

among 5 words, `apple', `lemon', `tomato', `bicycle' and

`car'. In Fig. 1, `apple' and `lemon' are included in the

concept named `fruits', and these two words and `tomato'

are included in the concept named `vegetable'. `Bicycle'

and `car' are included in the concept named `vehicle', and

all 5 words are included in the most general concept in this

concept structure (g0 in Fig. 1).

In the Fisheye Matching method, concepts in the concept

structure are treated as sets of words, which are used as the

basic units to select words or to generate features based on

the users' viewpoints.

If the user wants to grasp documents only roughly to

classify them into documents about vegetables and about

vehicles, his viewpoint may consist of topics about `vege-

table' and `vehicle'. In such a case, the concepts `vegetable'

and `vehicle' should be used as features of the Fisheye

vector instead of using these 5 words as independent

features. Namely, the words `apple', `lemon' and `tomato'

correspond to the same feature `vegetable', and words
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Fig. 1. An example of concept structure.
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`bicycle' and `car' are considered to be the same feature

`vehicle'. We call an operation that combines words

included in the same feature based on the concept structure

a Shrink operation.

On the contrary, if the user is interested in the topic about

vegetables or fruits and he wants to discriminate fruits from

vegetables, the words `apple' and `lemon' should be consid-

ered to be part of the same concept `fruits', and the concept

`fruits' and the word `tomato' should be treated as indepen-

dent features in the Fisheye vector. In this case, the words

`bicycle' and `car' have no relations with the user's view-

point, and they should not be treated as features.

To select only words that relate with the user's viewpoint

corresponds to Magnify only an interesting part of the

concept structure. Accordingly, Fisheye vectors are gener-

ated by performing these two operations on the basic feature

vectors.

The sets of feature in the Fisheye vector generated by the

Shrink operation and the Magnify operation are de®ned as

follows.

S�gi;¼; gmuW� � {fiu fi � {wjuwj [ gi > W}; 1 # i # m};

�1�

M�g1;¼; gmuW� � {wiuwi [ <m
j�1gj > W}; �2�

~S�gi;¼; gmuW� � S�gi;¼; gmuW�< �M�gi;¼; gmuW�; �3�

�M�gi;¼; gmuW� � {wiuwi [ W 2 <m
j�1gj}: �4�

Here, W � {w1;w2;¼;wn} indicates the set of words and

the gis are called semantic groups, which correspond to

concepts in the concept structure discussed above. These

semantic groups are considered to be the background

knowledge when generating the Fisheye vector. The right-

hand side of Fig. 1 shows an example of some operations,

where W� {apple, lemon, tomato, bicycle, car}.

S�g1;¼; gmuW� and M�g1;¼; gmuW� are the feature sets

generated by the Shrink and the Magnify operations, respec-

tively. These two operations are the essential operations of

the Fisheye Matching method, which can examine the simi-

larity among documents from different viewpoints; for

example, if the similarity of the two documents based on

the Shrink operation is high, while that based on the

Magnify operation is low, it can be concluded that those

two documents have the same topic, but are not similar in

the category of the topic.

In this paper, the Fisheye Matching method is applied to

information (document) retrieval. However, the Shrink and

the Magnify operations cannot be applied to information

retrieval as they are, because of the decrease of features

used as the dimension of the vector space. ~S�g1;¼; gmuW�
is de®ned as a Shrink operation extended by the Magnify

operation (notice that the tilde has no mathematical meaning

here.). From the viewpoint of retrieving ability, the Shrink

operation plays a role in generating features re¯ecting the

users' viewpoints, while the Magnify operation comple-

ments the number of features.

The Fisheye vector of a document d, Fd�vf 1;¼; vfm�, is

calculated from the basic feature vector Od�v1;¼; vn� based

on the features generated by above operations. When gener-

ating the Fisheye vector, the value v® for the corresponding

feature fi of the semantic group gi is the sum of the values vj

for all corresponding features of the words included in gi as,

vfi �
X

wj[gi

vj: �5�

The Fisheye Matching method can evaluate the relations

among documents in the same way as the normal VSM

[6,7]. For example, the value Sim�di; dj� indicates the simi-

larity between documents di and dj, which is the cosine

between them. Here, Fi�vi1;¼; vim� and Fj�vj1;¼; vjm� are

the Fisheye vectors of document di and dj, respectively.

Mag�di� �
��������Xm
j�1

v2
ij;

vuut �6�

Sim�di; dj� �
Pm

k�1

vik´vjk

Mag�di�Mag�dj� �7�

3. Finding semantic groups

3.1. Concept structure of electronic dictionary

We use the EDR electronic dictionary to calculate seman-

tic groups. As for the concepts, the EDR dictionary prepares

three dictionaries: a concept structure dictionary that de®nes

the hierarchical relations among concepts; a concept

description dictionary that de®nes the other relations

among concepts; and a concept headings dictionary that

explains each concept. The concept structure dictionary is

used to calculate semantic groups. All semantic groups

speci®ed as arguments of the operations to generate the

Fisheye vectors have the corresponding concepts in the

EDR concept structure dictionary. In our experiment,

concepts including 2 to 256 words are used for the semantic

groups. In case there exists a word that does not belong to

any group, it is handled as a special semantic group to which

only one word belongs.

The concept structure or the thesaurus of the electronic

dictionary is considered to be what re¯ects our common

sense, which is suited for the background knowledge to

generate the features related to the users' viewpoints.

3.2. Semantic group ®nding algorithm

Although the users can specify the set of semantic groups

manually themselves, the users' viewpoints usually consist

of several topics (�semantic groups) and it is a time-

consuming job for them to specify all semantic groups
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that re¯ect their viewpoints. In this section, we show how to

®nd the set of semantic groups that represents a user's view-

point automatically.

Here, DP indicates the set of documents which the user

considered to be interesting from his viewpoints, DN denotes

the set of documents which the user considers not to be

interesting. Also, vji denotes the corresponding value to

the wordi in the basic feature vector Odj of the document

dj. Initially, Wlist is set to include all words which construct

the basic feature vector space.

1. Calculate the weights wi for each wordi in the Wlist by

using the equation below. Notice that this equation is

similar to that used in relevance feedback of the normal

VSM [7].3

wi � a
1

uDPu

X
dj[DP

vji 2
1

uDNu

X
dj[DN

vji �8�

2. Select the word wordk, which has the largest positive

value in Wlist. Quit if such a word does not exist.

3. Calculate the set of semantic groups, Gk � {giu�wordk [
gi� ^ �;wordj [ gi;wordj [ Wlist� ^ �;wordj [ gi;wj

$ 0�}:
4. Calculate the weights Wgi for each group gi in Gk by using

the equation below. Go to step (6) if Gk � B:

Wgi � 1

ugiu

X
wordj[gi

wj �9�

5. Select the group gl, which has the largest value Wgl in Gk,

and let Wlist � Wlist 2 {wordiuwordi [ gl}. Go to the

step (2).

6. Let Wlist � Wlist 2 {wordk} and go to step (2).

Our algorithm described here has been designed by extend-

ing the Relevance Feedback algorithm [7], which is one of

the most famous methods in the VSM literature to re¯ect the

users' viewpoints. The Relevance Feedback algorithm

calculates the users' pro®les based on the assumption that

the important words have large weights calculated by Eq.

(8).

Extending this assumption, we assume that the concept

which represents the users' interests includes words that are

important for the users, and have large weights wi (calcu-

lated by Eq. (8)).

It is noticed when a certain set of semantic groups (which

corresponds to the users' viewpoints) is speci®ed as the

argument of the Magnify and the Shrink operation described

in Section 2.2, the Magnify operation can view documents

in detail from only the speci®ed viewpoints. On the

contrary, the Shrink operation can grasp the documents

roughly as for the speci®ed viewpoints.

4. Experimental results

In this section, we illustrate the experimental results of

using the Fisheye Matching method for document retrieval.

The task is to retrieve the news articles relating to medical

topics from online news articles of various topics. We

collected 218 online news articles from the WWW in

which 100 articles were related to medical topics.4

From all collected articles, we extract 1588 words that are

not included in a stop-word list and have a noun entry in the

EDR English word dictionary.5 It is noticed that verbs,

adjectives, and so on are also important as features. The

reason why only nouns are used in this paper is that the

concepts in the word dictionary for words other than

nouns are thought not to be suitable for the users' view-

points.

We used these extracted words as the basic features.

Based on these words, we obtained 655 semantic groups

from the EDR concept structure dictionary as described in

Section 3.1.

The experiment was carried out by the following steps. In

each experiment, all the following steps were performed

within 5 s on a workstation Sun Ultra2 (320 MB memory).

1. Input several news articles as positive and negative

samples.

2. Find the set of semantic groups {g1;¼; gn} from these

samples based on the algorithms described in Section 3.2.

3. Generate the Fisheye vector of each news article by

performing the ~S�g1;¼; gnuW� operation.

4. Generate the pro®le p by using the value calculated by

Eq. (9) as the weight of each group feature, and the value

calculated by Eq. (8) as the weight of each word feature.

5. Calculate Sim�p; di�; where di indicate articles not used as

positive or negative samples in step (1).

The aim of the experiment is to evaluate the abilities of the

Fisheye Matching method when applied to information

retrieval.

Information retrieval is adopted as the subject, because

the retrieving ability can be examined independent of other

factors, and common metrics such as precision are de®ned.

Furthermore, information retrieval is also important as a

preprocessing for document ordering.

The advantages of the Fisheye Matching method, when

applying to information retrieval, are as follows.

1. Matching among different words in the same concept can

be done; this cannot be done essentially by the VSM.

2. The users' viewpoints can be handled explicitly, and it is
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easier for the users to modify their pro®les by the seman-

tic groups than to modify the weight of each word, as

forced by the VSM.

The former advantage is brought by the Shrink operation,

and it is noticed that the retrieving ability may not be always

improved. In the rest of this section, we examine if the

Fisheye Matching method can achieve at least the same

retrieving ability as that of the existing VSM with the Rele-

vance Feedback method. The ~S�g1;¼; gmuW� operation, an

extended version of the Shrink operation for information

retrieval, is used in the experiments described here.

As for the latter advantages, the characteristics of the

semantic groups extracted as viewpoints, such as the

number and size and their heading information, are exam-

ined.

4.1. Examine retrieving ability

As for condition (1), we used a value of precision P [8],

which is calculated by the following equation:

P � No: of correct docs in retrieved docs

No: of retrieved docs
: �10�

Fig. 2 shows the precision when only positive samples were

given as input. The number of positive samples varied from

5 to 15 articles. Five trials are done for each experimental

condition (the number of positive/negative samples), and

the lines in this ®gure indicate the average score of each

condition. The same set of positive and negative samples is

given for all methods with the same condition. The vertical

axis shows the precision value, and the horizontal axis

shows the number of retrieved documents.

In Fig. 2, the title `pxny(method)' indicates that x positive

samples and y negative samples were given to method. As

for the method, `Fisheye' indicates the method of this paper,

and `normal rf' indicates the Relevance Feedback method

usually used in the normal VSM.

In Fig. 2, we can see that the precision value of the Fish-

eye method gets close to that of the Relevance Feedback

method according to the number of given positive samples.

As the characteristics of extracted and used semantic

groups, the average number of extracted groups and words

per extracted semantic group are shown in Table 1. It is

con®rmed from this table that when more positive samples

are given, more semantic groups are extracted and used. On

the contrary, the average number of words belonging to each
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inputted.

Table 1

Average number of extracted semantic groups and words per groups

through experiments

Condition No. of groups No. of words/groups

p5n0 23.4 9.2

p10n0 32.8 8

p15n0 38.4 7.2

p10n5 26.2 6.8

p10n10 23.2 5.9

p10n0 (Japanese) 42.6 9.3

p10n10 (Japanese) 29.6 5.8



semantic group decreases as the number of positive samples

increased. From this fact, we can conclude that the precision

value is improved because the Fisheye Matching method

achieves the following:

² The weights of words calculated by Eq. (8) can corre-

spond to the users' viewpoint more precisely according to

the number of positive samples.

² Semantic groups of appropriate size, which correspond to

the concepts of not too general meanings, can be

extracted.

After this experiment, we tried to improve the retrieving

ability of the Fisheye Matching method further by removing

the following two kinds of noise.

² The noise by using inappropriate semantic groups as

features.

² The noise by existing inappropriate words in semantic

groups.

To remove inappropriate semantic groups, we gave the

system both positive and negative samples. Fig. 3 shows the

precision value when both positive and negative samples are

given. The number of positive samples were constant (10

articles), and the number of negative samples were varied

from 0 to 10 articles. As in the case of experiments with

positive samples only, ®ve trials are done for each experimen-

tal condition, and the lines in this ®gure indicate the average

score of each condition. The same set of positive and negative

samples is given for all methods with the same condition.

In Fig. 3, although the precision value of the normal rf

method can be improved with negative samples as in the

case of the Fisheye Matching method, the difference

between the normal rf and the Fisheye Matching methods

becomes small compared with the case where only positive

samples are given (Fig. 2). Therefore, the precision value of

the Fisheye Matching method cannot be improved only by

the property of VSM, but also by a property speci®c to the

Fisheye Matching method. This property is shown in Table 1:

the more the number of negative samples increased, both the

number of semantic groups found and the average number of

words that belong to each semantic group decreased. (Notice

that the number of found semantic groups increased in the

case of only positive samples.) From this fact we can

conclude that giving negative samples can improve the

retrieving ability of the Fisheye Matching method by avoid-

ing inappropriate semantic groups being found and used.

In this paper, a word is considered as inappropriate if it

does not exist in the sentence actually. For example, the

stemming process may generate inappropriate words,

because a certain stemmed word can be generated from

different words. Furthermore, some phrases often have

different meaning from its constituent words. In that case,

the words in the phrase are also regarded as inappropriate,

because they do not exist in the sentence as it is, in other

words, their meaning never exists in the sentence.

For removing inappropriate words, the use of a morpho-

logical analyzer to extract words from documents will be

effective. As for this expectation, we did the same
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Fisheye Matching method (Fisheye) against the normal Relevance Feedback method (normal rf) when both positive and negative

samples are inputted.



experiment as reported above with the news articles written

in Japanese using the morphological analyzer ªchasenº,6

and the results are shown in the Fig. 4. As in the case of

experiments with English articles, ®ve trials are done for

each experimental condition, and the lines in this ®gure

indicate the average score of each condition. The same set

of positive and negative samples is given for all methods

with the same condition.

It is observed from the Fig. 4 that the Fisheye Matching

method can sometimes achieve a higher precision value

than the Relevance Feedback method under the same

conditions.

4.2. Examine expressing users' viewpoint ability

Table 2 shows examples of the semantic groups that are

frequently extracted as features re¯ecting the viewpoints

during the experiments with English articles.7 From this

table, we can also con®rm that appropriate semantic groups

could be found by the algorithms described in Section 3.2.

Furthermore, supplying both heading information and

words that belong to them will be useful for the users to

grasp their current viewpoints. We claim that this ability is

one of the most valuable merits of the Fisheye Matching

method, especially when applied to a document ordering

support tool.

5. Related work

There have been various researches on visualizing the

users' viewpoint, most of which are about creative thinking.

It is a major way to express the users' viewpoint to place

objects (document and/or keyword) on a display with a

spring model method [5], or some statistical methods like

dual scaling method [3,4]. Strictly speaking, it requires

hyper-dimensional space to express relations among many

objects precisely. To place objects on display (two-dimen-

sional), the distance between documents on hyper-dimen-

sional space has to be translated into that of two-

dimensional space. Both the dual scaling and the spring

model methods place objects on a display by (locally) mini-

mizing the difference between the distance on hyper-dimen-

sional space and that of two-dimensional space. Because the

resulting placement may differ depending on the initial

placement on a display, which was done by the user, it

can express his viewpoint that was hidden in the initial

placement.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Fisheye Matching method (Fisheye) against the normal Relevance Feedback method (normal rf) with Japanese news articles.

Table 2

Examples of extracted semantic groups related to medical topics

ID Heading info Group words(stemmed)

3f98b3 Value of health Diseas, sickne, health,¼

444506 Component of living body Protei, immuno, choles, dna

30f6da Internal organs Eye, heart, lung, knee,¼

3f969e Disease Syndro, aids, cancer, cold,¼

44479c Medical supplies Drug, medici, laxati, acid,¼

30f6f7 Medical instruments Bandag, cathet, glasse,¼

6 http://cactus.aist-nara.ac.jp/lab/nlt/chasen.html.
7 It is noticed that the EDR dictionary shares the concept structure

between English and Japanese word dictionary, and it is con®rmed that

those concepts shown in Table 2 are also selected as viewpoints in the

experiments of Fig. 4.



However, the placement by these methods tends to be

complicated, and it is hard for the users to understand

their viewpoints as the number of objects increases. By

contrast, the Fisheye Matching method can re¯ect the

users' viewpoints not only by calculating similarity among

documents based on the users' viewpoints, but also by

supplying their viewpoints in a readable form; that is,

both the heading information and the included words of

the semantic groups (which re¯ect the users' viewpoints)

are presented. In particular, it is remarkable that the supplied

information about their viewpoints is independent of the

number of objects.

As for the research on generating (selecting) features, [9]

use the k-mean clustering method to divide words to k

groups. The Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [10] employs

a statistical approach, namely singular-value decomposi-

tion. Although these approaches are useful for reducing

the dimensions of the vector space or resolving the vocabu-

lary problem such as ambiguity, they use no background

knowledge about grouping words, and the resulting groups

often have the following problems: (1) the users cannot see

what concepts these groups represent; and (2) these groups

tend to be too large size, that is, they correspond to the

concepts of too general meanings.

In case of the Fisheye Matching method, semantic

groups, as the basic units of grouping words, are calculated

from the EDR concept structure dictionary, which consists

of human's common knowledge. Accordingly, the resulting

semantic groups are easy to understand in their meaning,

and serve the users to grasp their viewpoints.

6. Conclusion

We have described the Fisheye Matching method, which

extends the normal VSM to make use of the users' view-

points. The Fisheye Matching method copes with the users'

viewpoints both by constructing the viewpoint-sensitive

vector space and by supplying the users with information

about their viewpoints in a readable form.

We are currently developing a tool that assists the users to

order documents with the Fisheye Matching method. So far,

some people have used this tool and have given favorable

comments. We will continue examining this tool, and report

on this in the near feature.
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